Product Line

6-SHELF PROOFER

Model

TZ6

TZ6 CABINET PROOFER
6 SHELVES
HOLDS 12 DOZEN DONUTS
Belshaw’s TZ6 cabinet proofer is designed for quality and convenience
when proofing donuts, cinnamon rolls, and similar products. The TZ6 is
a robust, go-anywhere, use-anywhere proofer that can be rolled into any
convenient position for loading or unloading without missing a beat.
The TZ6 proofer is designed for for use with these Belshaw fryers:
616B
Cut-N-Fry
Donut Robot Mark II
Donut Robot Mark V

••
••
••
••

STANDARD FEATURES

••6 shelves with 3" shelf spacing
••Capacity 24 dozen donuts/hour at a proofing time of 30 minutes
plexiglass doors (enables the operator to put in or take out one or two
••2screens,
without opening a full height door)
Proofing Trays (Belshaw Part# FT42-0052) for Donut Robot® Mark II
••Accepts
/ Mark V
Also
accepts frying screens (Belshaw Part# 616-0512) for Belshaw 616B fryer
••and Cut-N-Fry
glazing screen (Belshaw Part# SL200-0004) required per shelf to support
••1both
Proofing Trays and Screens listed above. (6 screens total)
Stainless
steel top, can be used as a convenient working surface
••
also be used to support FT42 Feed Table when used with Donut Robot®
••Can
Mark II / Mark V
Heated
water tank, thermostat-controlled heat
••
Adjustable
humidity sensor
••
Fan
with
ducts
for circulating warm humid air
••
4
heavy
duty
casters
(2 lockable)
••
Self-contained
electical
compartment that can be removed like a drawer
••
••Removable shelves
••Stainless steel construction
••No plumbing, hard wiring or special installation
••Water reservoir filled manually
DIMENSIONS, WEIGHT

••Net dimensions: 28" Wide x 28" Deep x 31" High (71 cm x 71 cm x 79 cm)
••Net weight: 165 lbs (75 kg)
••Shipping dimensions: 50" x 43" x 44" (127 x 109 x 112 cm)
••Shipping weight: 242 lbs (110 kg)
ELECTRICAL DATA

••208 - 240 Volts, 60 Hertz, Single phase
••11 - 13 Amps, 2.4 - 3.1 Kilowatts
••Plug: 330P6W (not supplied; recommended)
Serving bakeries for 95 years

330P6W (not supplied
- recommended)
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